stuffing more facts into the same skin. As Darley ~ put it: "Limitations upon the human intellectual capacity preclude the addition of much more curricular material without adding to the time now currently required and limitations upon the human span of usefulness make it unreasonable to cut further into one's potential years of professional service."
The practical pedagogical problem, therefore, is as President Pusey 3 put it: "How effectively to handle increasing masses of information? And more difficult: How to achieve wholeness of understanding in the face of fantastic growth in the amount to be known ?"
The new approach is to give up the struggle to make each medical student into a specialist in every field of medical endeavor within the undergraduate span of four years. Rather, the effort is now made to help him build a solid foundation upon which he himself will erect the superstructure. This can be done by teaching him not so much the facts, as the way to acquire them; helping him to establish good habits of work; leading him to develop solid attitudes and proper understanding of professional and ethical principles.
It is within this framework that I would like to develop my theme.
About a year ago, in anticipation of setting up a teaching program at a new medical school, I circularized most of the members of this Society who were heads of neurosurgical divisions or departments at other schools for their opinions concerning the place of the neurosurgeon in the medical school faculty, and the place of neurosurgery in the undergraduate medical curriculum. I also asked each of you, to whom I wrote, whether the practical working-out of the existing program at your school meets your ideas completely, or whether, if you could, you would change it to approach more closely your philosophical concept of teaching neurosurgery to undergraduates. In response to the latter, Bill Van Wagenen, with his usual caustic wit, reminded me of one definition of philosophy as: "The refined, learnSd art of ignoring fact and going wrong with confidence." Nevertheless, he and most of the others took the trouble to present me with not only the details of their own programs, but their very valuable reflections on what we are trying to accomplish and how far we are succeeding in connection with this problem.
I have received replies from the following members: Eben Alexander, Jr.; Percival Bailey; E. Harry Botterell; Jefferson Browder; Paul C. Bucy; the
